Thank you to the 3rd and 4th Grade Vinton-Shellsburg teachers and students for participating in our Design an Ad contest.

Congratulations to the winners pictured here! Inside you will find just a sampling of the many entries drawn by the students.

We hope you enjoy their creative talents!

Special thanks to the Design an Ad judges, Gloria Orcutt, Kim Fischels and Kim Frazier.

4th Grade

Grand Prize Winner 4th Grade

Kwik Star Donuts

Lyla Kelly

Teacher Mrs. Hieger

Emma Crabo

Grade 3

Teacher Mrs. Hieger

Kasen Schminke

Grade 4

Teacher Mrs. Patterson

3rd Grade

Grand Prize Winner 3rd Grade

Afton Marie Photography

Caroline-Mielke

Grade 3rd

Teacher Mrs. Miller

Eric Moore

Grade 3

Teacher Mrs. Hoogar

Emma Wayson

Grade 3rd

Teacher Mrs. Miller
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